NAME OF PROGRAM: London College of General Studies Program in the Humanities

LOCATION: London, England

PROGRAM LENGTH: 6 weeks, Summer, 8 credits

2012 EXPENSES: (per semester)

PROGRAM FEE $8,200
(Includes tuition, housing, field trips, and emergency travel assistance coverage.)

Tuition Portion ($5,600)

Additional Expenses to Consider

HOUSING Included

BOARD $1,200

AIRFARE (from Boston) $1,000

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION $300

BOOKS $300

HEALTH INSURANCE $703
(Waived if students demonstrate that they are covered by a comprehensive health insurance policy.)

PERSONAL $1,200
(Estimate varies according to individual spending habits.)

IMMUNIZATIONS AND MEDICATIONS Not applicable
(If applicable and not covered by insurance.)

ESTIMATED TOTAL $12,903

For some programs, students may need to apply for a visa or register upon arrival. Costs for the processing of individual visas and registrations range from $50 to $250 depending on the country.

The fees, charges, and expenses shown are estimates based on current information only and are subject to change.